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Abstract. Coupled convective-diffusive transport of multicomponent solutes in spatially-periodic models of porous
media is considered. Species coupling at the micro- or interstitial scale results from a first-order irreversible surface
reaction on the bed elements, composing the porous medium, and from the off-diagonal terms of the microscale
matrix transport coefficients.

The coarse-scale long-time solute matrix properties are calculated, namely, mean effective reactivity, velocity
and dispersivity. These coefficients are analyzed in several important particular cases, pertaining to reactive and
nonreactive constituents. The solution scheme is illustrated by an example of two reactive solute components with
diffusional coupling, flowing in a bundle of tubes model porous medium. The effective matrix axial transport
coefficients are analyzed for various values of the dimensionless Damkohler number, Da, associated with the
surface-reaction constant. Analytical expressions for the effective axial transport properties are obtained in cases
of extreme (small and large) values of the dimensionless Damkohler numbers.

The microscale molecular diffusive coupling provides for each solute constituent two diffusive pathways to
the reactive tube wall: one – via the direct diffusivity component, another – via the coupling diffusivity. The
macroscopic manifestation of this microscale coupling is to give rise to coupling off-diagonal terms in the effective
matrix transport coefficients: positive off-diagonal terms in the reactivity matrix and negative off-diagonal terms
in velocity and dispersivity matrices. From a physical viewpoint microscale coupling brings about a more uniform
solute distribution within the tube cross section, which reduces the effective axial transport.

1. Introduction

In 1953 G.I. Taylor [1] showed that axial dispersion of a solute instantaneously introduced
in a Poiseuille flow within a circular capillary tube of radius a may be described by a one-
dimensional convective-diffusive equation

@P

@t
+ U eff

@P

@x
= Deff

@2P

@x2 ; (1)

where P is the cross-sectionally averaged solute concentration, U eff = U is the average flow
(solvent) velocity and Deff is the effective, or apparent solute diffusivity in the axial (x) flow
direction. For sufficiently long times the effective axial diffusivity is independent of the initial
solute distribution and given by

Deff =
U

2
a2

48D
; (2)
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withD being the solute true molecular diffusivity. This result means thatDeff is not a property
of the solute, but depends also on the flow rate, tube size, etc. Aris [2] derived a more accurate
expression for Deff

Deff = D +
U

2
a2

48D
(2a)

which, similarly to the Taylor formula (1), is valid for asymptotic long time t� a2=D after
the injection of the solute into the flow. Attempts to extend these results for times preceding
or comparable to a2=D showed that Deff ; U eff are no longer constants, but, rather, depend in
a complicated manner on time and the initial solute distribution [3,4].

The treatments of Taylor and Aris spurred numerous studies of dispersion processes includ-
ing the effects of cross-sectional tube geometry, external forces [5,6] acting on solute particles,
chemical reactions [7,8], surface transport [9], nonspherical particle shape [10], transport in
sheared suspensions [11]. These and many other convective dispersion processes may be
treated by a general formalism outlined in the Macrotransport Theory [12].

All the above studies dealt with a one-component solute dissolved in a passive flowing
solvent. In many circumstances solutes consisting of several components should be treated.
When transport of each component is independent of the others, the homogenization problem
for each component may be solved independently. A more important case pertains to situations
where the transport processes of different components are not independent, but, rather, coupled.
A notable example is provided by diffusion of heat and mass in multi-component systems.
If we consider, for example, transport of two species, diffusing in nonuniform fields of
concentration C1; C2, and temperature T , then the mass fluxes jk (k = 1; 2) and heat flux jT
are given by [13]:

jT = DTr

�
1
T

�
�

1
T
DT irCi;

jk = DkTr

�
1
T

�
�

1
T
DkirCi; k = 1; 2:

In the above DT and Dkk k = 1; 2 are related to the thermal conductivity and the species
diffusion coefficients, respectively. The coupling coefficientsDkT represent thermal diffusion
coefficients, which bring about species fluxes due to a temperature gradient even in the
absence of externally imposed concentration gradients (Soret effect). Furthermore, DTk are
diffusional thermal-effect coefficients, leading to the appearance of a nonzero heat flux in
isothermal systems (Dufour effect). Other coefficientsDki (k 6= i) represent coupling between
the component fluxes.

Another example of species coupling of the above type is heat and mass transfer in
porous ceramic materials near the pores prevailing in the grain boundary region [14]. External
temperature gradient, accompanied by the surface segregation of impurities and/or crystal
lattice defects results in a nonzero flux of these substances towards the pore surfaces. These
coupled heat and mass-transfer processes significantly affect thermal conductivity of oxide
ceramics in vacuum [15].

Coupling also appears when several species undergo heterogeneous catalytic reactions
on surfaces of bed (reactor) elements [16]. Here coupling is manifested by dependence of
the surface-reaction-conversion rate of one constituent on surface concentration of other
constituents. These and other coupled multicomponent systems are abundant in chemical
technology [16], hydrology [17], geological applications [18], etc.
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The goal of the present paper is to provide a mathematical description of the coupled
species transport processes in porous materials, e.g., those envisioned in the above-mentioned
applications. Transport in porous environment has been treated in many studies, employing
various descriptions of the interstitial porous geometry. The objective of these studies is the
calculation of the effective (apparent) transport coefficients suitable for coarse-scale descrip-
tion of transport processes. Towards this goal formulae (2), (2a) of Taylor-Aris were applied to
hydrodynamic dispersion in flows through porous materials [19] by means of the bundle-of-
tube geometric model [20] to approximate the material geometry. More elaborate geometric
models, accounting for the geometric microstructure and tortuous flow pattern prevailing in
real materials, can be subdivided into statistical (probabilistic) models [21,22] and determin-
istic models [23]. The latter have an advantage of accounting for material microstructure by
specifying or generating [24] a representative volume element, which adequately reflects the
material interstitial geometry. This volume element serves as a unit cell (of a given character-
istic size l), which is indefinitely reproduced within the infinite space (see Figure 1). On the
coarse scale,L, greatly exceeding the cell size l, solute transport in such lattices may be treated
by several techniques [23,25,26], which can be jointly named homogenization methods. The
treatment focuses on the calculation of the solute coarse-scale effective transport coefficients
(velocity vector U

�

and diffusivity dyadic D
�

), appearing in a three-dimensional version of
the transport equation (1). This equation governs the spatially averaged solute concentra-
tion P . The homogenization technique allows to calculate mathematically and rigorously the
coarse-scale transport properties, governing solute transport for times t� l2=D.

The homogenization methods were also extended for reactive solutes, e.g., those undergo-
ing reactions or phase transitions on surfaces of the bed elements. In this case the coarse-scale
equation (1) includes the term K

�
P , with K

�
being the effective volumetric reaction-rate

coefficient. The trio of transport coefficients U
�

;D
�

;K
�

governing coarse-scale transport of a
single reactive solute in spatially-periodic porous media were calculated theoretically [27,28]
and numerically [29]. Other treatments of dispersion in porous media include surface and
intraparticle transport [30,31] and dispersion in time-periodic flows [32].

This article is aimed at providing a coarse-scale description of the coupled transport of
multi-component solutes in spatially periodic models of porous materials. In contrast with
the single species transport, the phenomenological coefficients U

�

, D
�

and K
�
, governing

concentrations P i (i = 1; . . . ; n) of a multi-component reactive solute are square-matrix
quantities with generally nonzero coupling (off-diagonal) terms. The coarse-scale coupling,
as embodied within these off-diagonal matrix elements is a macroscopic manifestation of the
interstitial microscale coupling. The specific goal of this paper is calculation of the matrix
coarse-scale transport coefficient describing transport of a multi-component solute for a given
comparable data pertaining to the interstitial lengthscale.

Transport in systems of multiple reactive species was treated by the Generalized Taylor
Dispersion (Macrotransport) Theory, for continuous species distributions [33]. Discrete sets
of species were also studied [34] in application to flows in contactors and in general rectilinear
pipe flows [35]. In application to transport in porous environment this problem has not yet been
solved. In this paper we provide a general solution scheme for the calculation of matrix coarse-
scale transport coefficients of a n-component reactive solute in a flow through a spatially-
periodic model of a porous material. Specifically, we focus on the effect of microscale coupling
on the macroscale transport properties. The solution scheme is illustrated by a calculation of
these coefficients for the bundle-of-tube geometric model of a porous medium.
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Figure 1. Convective-diffusive transport of a multicomponent solute in a spatially periodic model of a porous
medium. Microscopic and macroscopic views. Microscale coupling is embodied in the diffusivity and reactivity
matrices.

2. Mathematical model

Consider a dilute solution of n different kinds of particles/molecules flowing in a porous
medium, which has a spatially periodic structure. This is characterized by a specified unit cell,
which is indefinitely reproduced in a spatially-periodic manner in the effectively infinite space
(Figure 1). The general position vector R may be decomposed as R = Rm+r, where r is the
continuous intracell position vector varying within the unit cell volume rf , and Rm = limi

is the discontinuous vector describing location of the unit cell within the effectively infinite
lattice. Furthermore, m = fm1;m2;m3g is a trio of integer numbers and li, i = 1; 2; 3
are the basic lattice vectors. Component concentrations are organized in the column matrix
P

8 = [P1P2:::Pn]
y with y denoting the matrix-transposition operator. Alternatively, P8 =

P
8(Rm � Rm0 ; r; tjr0) represents the column-matrix probability density of finding at a time

t a n-component tracer particle in the vicinity of a point (Rm; r), given that at time t = 0 it
was at t = 0 at the point R0 = (Rm0 ; r0).
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The solute particles move within the solvent by advection, diffusion, and, possibly, external
forces. On the bed-element surfaces the species undergo irreversible chemical reactions. These
processes are described in terms of the square-matrix probability density P, defined by the
relationship1

P
8 = PI

8 with I
8 = [1:::1]y one can write down the Fokker-Planck species

transport equation in the form [26].

@P

@t
� LP = �(R� R0)�(t)I; t > 0; (3)

which is to be solved within the effectively infinite domain rffmg. In (3) I is the unit matrix,
L is the matrix operator defined by

L = �r � j; (4)

with r = @=@r, and the square-matrix species flux operator j given by the following consti-
tutive equation:

j = �D(r) � r+ [U(r) + M(r) � F(r)]: (5)

The matrix phenomenological coefficients appearing above are: U(r) – the advection velocity
matrix, D(r);M(r) – the solute diffusivity and mobility matrices, related by the Stokes–
Einstein equation M = D=kT and F(r) is the external force matrix.

All elements of the matrices D;M;U;F and G (see (6)) are assumed to depend on r
only, i.e. to be spatially periodic functions. These matrix functions D(r);M(r), and, possibly,
U(r);F(r) may have nonzero off-diagonal elements. This implies that transports of different
solutes are coupled and cannot be considered independently, as described by Equations (3)–
(5). These should be solved subject to the boundary conditions for P on the surface sp of the
bed elements:

SP � [�j� G(r)]P = 0 on surface sp; (6)

with � being the outer normal vector on the bed element surface (see Figure 1) and G(r) – the
solute reactivity coefficient matrix. Additional boundary conditions are

P; jP decay exponentially as jR� R0
j ! 1; (7a)

P; jP are continuous across superficial unit cell faces @rk(k = 1; 2; 3): (7b)

The problem (3)–(7) is solved by a variant of the method of statistical moments [26, 27],
extended here to include coupled transport of multicomponent reactive species. We will be
concerned with temporal behavior of the local and total square-matrix polyadic moments, of
orders k = 0; 1; 2; . . . ; respectively, defined by

Pk(r; tjr
0) =

X
m

(Rm �Rm0)kP(Rm � Rm0 ; r; tjr); (8a)

1 Bold letters denote tensor and vector quantities. Capital “Geneva” font letters (P;D;U, etc.) will be reserved
for square matrix quantities and operators (composed from scalar, vector or tensor elements). Column and row
matrices will be marked by “Geneva” letters with reverse prime superscript 8 (P8;W8;A8). “Times” font letters
(P; T; t, etc.) will denote nonmatrix quantities. The symmetrization operator (...)s is meant to act on dyadics, which
may serve as matrix elements, but not on the matrices themselves. When the transposition operator (...)y is applied
to matrices composed of dyadic elements, the dyadics remain unchanged.
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Mk(tjr
0) = Pk(r; tjr

0); (8b)

where for any r-dependent matrix function, for example, species-concentration matrix P, the
overbar operation is defined by an integration over the unit cell volume rf :

P =

Z
rf
P(. . . ; r; . . .) dr: (9)

This expression provides a definition of the coarse-scale species concentration.
Each of the local moments Pm(m = 0; 1; 2; . . .) satisfies the following system of equations

and boundary conditions

@Pm

@t
� LPm = �m0�(r � r0)�(t)I r 2 rf ; SPm = 0 r 2 sp; t > 0; (10a,b)

obtainable from (3) with the help of definition (8a). Additionally, with use of (8b), Pm may
be shown to obey the so-called “jump” conditions, imposed on the opposite unit-cell faces:

[jP0j] = 0; [jrP0j] = 0; (11a)

[jP1j] = �[jrP0j]; [jrP1j] = �[jr(rP0)j]; (11b)

[jP2j] = [jP1P
�1
0 P1j]; [jrP2j] = [jr(P1P

�1
0 P1)]: (11c)

In the above [j:::j] denotes the “jump” of any polyadic-valued matrix function between the
equivalent points lying on the opposite faces @rk of the unit cell.

3. Solution for the local zero-order moment

The problem posed for the zero-order moment by Equations (10a,b) withm = 0, (11a) may be
treated by the method of separation of variables in its matrix form. Accordingly, we construct
the solution for this problem in the form of an eigenfunction expansion

P0(r; tjr0) =
1X
k=1

W
8

k(r)
 A
8

k(r
0) exp(��kt); (12)

where 
 denotes the tensor, or right-Kronecker matrix product [36] and the column- and
row-matrix functions W8

k and A8

k(k = 1; 2; :::) are the respective solutions of the basic unit-
cell-matrix eigenvalue problems (A1), (A2). Some properties of these eigensolutions are
summarized in Appendix A. In fact, expansion (12) is valid, when each set of eigenfunctions
fW8

kg; fA
8

kg is complete in the functional space L2(rf ), associated with the interstitial volume
rf . Existence of the completeness property cannot be taken for granted, albeit in many cases
pertaining to convective-diffusive transport processes this property can be proven [37–39].

Existence of solution for the zero-order local moment in the form (12) is a fundamental
assumption, underlying the subsequent analyses. Solution (12) may be further used to obtain
both short- and long-time behaviors of the higher-order local moments, as well as their spatial
distributions. The general route of constructing such solutions [40] is based on the fundamental
property of P0, according to which it serves as the Green’s function for the solutions for the
higher-order moments Pk(k = 1; 2; :::).

We will further be interested in the asymptotic long-time forms of Pk. For P0 such a form
may be obtained by an appropriate truncation of the series in the right-hand side of (12). The
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minimum number of terms to be retained is dictated by the structure of the eigensolutions
of the EVPs (A1), (A2). In this respect, without loss of generality, we will assume that all n
elements of each pair of eigensolutionsW8

k;A
8

k are linearly independent, i.e., transports of all
n solutes are strongly coupled at the interstitial scale.

Consider the following long-time approximations of the zero-order local moment:
(i) One term asymptotic approximation, which means that all terms with k > 1 in the

right-hand side of (12) are neglected, as exponentially small, compared to the leading-order
term:

P0(r; tjr0) =W
8

1(r)
 A
8

1(r
0) exp(��1t)(1 + exp); (13)

where ‘exp’ denotes exponentially small terms. This is valid for sufficiently long times,
explicitly, for t � t1 = [Re(�2) � Re(�1)]

�1, where �2 is the eigenvalue with the second
largest real part immediately following �1.

(ii) n-term asymptotic, where the series in (12) are truncated after n terms, with the result
expressible in the square-matrix notation (see Appendix A)

P0(r; tjr0) =W1(r) exp(��1t)A1(r0)(1 + exp): (14)

In the aboveW1;A1;�1 are square matrices composed ofn leading subsequent eigensolutions.
Approximation (14) is valid for t� tn = [Re(�n+1)�Re(�n)]�1, which is generally less than
t1, since normally the distances between the (real parts of) subsequent eigenvalues increase
with increasing n.

The objective of the solution is to provide a scheme for the calculation of the coarse-scale
solute concentrations represented by matrix P (see (9)). We will be interested in circumstances
where P is governed by the corresponding coarse-scale transport equation (cf. Equation (1))

@P

@t
+ U

�

� rP�D
�

: rrP+ K
�
P = V(r0)�(R� R0

)�(t); (15)

wherein r = @=@R and R is the coarse-scale position vector, i.e. the continuous analog of
the discontinuous position vector Rm. Matrix transport coefficients appearing in this equation
are: coarse-scale reactivity K

�
, velocity vector U

�

, and dispersivity dyadic D
�

. The matrix
function V(r0) accounts for dependence of P upon the initial tracer position within the unit
cell. It is used for formulating initial conditions, imposed on P [27]. These coefficients are to
be determined by matching the total moments

Mk(tjr
0) =

Z
R1

(R� R0
)kP(R� R0

; tjr0) d3R; (k = 0; 1; 2; . . .) (16)

of the concentration matrix P, governed by Equation (15), with their exact long-time moments
Mk defined by (8b), which will be calculated from the solution of problems (10)–(11).

In the following we will calculate these long-time moments and, on that basis, the coarse-
scale transport coefficients via the n-term asymptotic solution scheme. A comparable one-
term asymptotic solution will be further deduced as a particular case of the n-term asymptotic
solution.

4. The n-term asymptotic solution

Starting with the asymptotic formula (14), we will develop solutions for the first and second-
order moments under the assumption that the eigenvalues composing the leading-order eigen-
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solution matrix �1 are all different. A situation when this requirement does not hold is
described in section 6. The solution for the first-order local moment is constructed in the form

P1(r; tjr0) �= f[W1Qt+ B(r)] exp(��1t)A1(r0) + W1 exp(��1t)E1(r0)g(1 + exp); (17)

where Q is a constant vector-valued diagonal matrix, B(r) is a vector-valued intracell matrix
field, both to be determined, and E1 any r0-dependent, vector-valued square matrix. The
quantities Q and B(r) are determined by introduction of the trial solution (17) in the problem
(10)–(11b), which eventually leads to (see Appendix B)

Q = Diag
Z
@r0

d2s � (A1jW1 +rA1 �DW1)r: (18)

The intracell problem governing the B-field and its properties are specified in Appendix B.
The trial solution for the second-order local moment P2 is:

P2(r; tjr0) �= f[W1(Q
2
t2+2t�)+2tB(r)Q+H(r)]s exp(��1t)A1(r0) + � � �g(1+exp);

(19)

where H(r) is a square-matrix dyadic-valued field, � is a constant diagonal dyadic-valued
matrix. The mathematical procedure for the determination of H(r) and� is similar to the one
used in the solution for the first moment (see Appendix B), and eventually yields the following
value of�:

� = Diag }(BW�1
1 B)� Diag[hA1;BiQ]s; (20)

where, generically, for any matrix function E, the operator } is defined by

}(E) = �
1
2

Z
@r0

d2s � (A1jE +rA1 �DE): (21)

The angular brackets in (20) mean inner product defined in (A4).

5. Coarse-scale transport coefficients

The expressions for the total matrix moments are obtained by integration of Equations (14),
(17) and (19) over the unit-cell volume, which yields

M0
�= W1 exp(��1t)A1(r0)(1 + exp); (22a)

M1
�= f[W1Qt+ B] exp(��1t)A1(r0) + � � �g(1 + exp); (22b)

M2
�= fW1[Q

2t2 + 2t�] + 2tBQ + H + � � �g
s exp(��1t)A1(r0)(1 + exp); (22c)

wherein the terms irrelevant for the determination of the matrix transport coefficients are
omitted.

We will match the above exact long-time moments with their counterparts Mk (see (8b)),
governed by the model equation (15). Equations for Mk may be obtained by multiplication
of both sides of (15) by (R � R

0
)m;m = 0; 1; 2; integration over infinite space with the

attenuation condition (7a). Solution of these equations and moment matching ultimately
yield

K
�

= W1�1W
�1
1 ; (23a)
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U
�

= W1QW
�1
1 + (K

�

B�B�1)W
�1
1 ; (23b)

D
�

= W1�W
�1
1 + (BQ�U

�

B)sW
�1
1 +

1
2
(K

�

H�H�1)W
�1
1 ; (23c)

and also V = A1.
We may repeat this solution scheme, using the one-term approximation (13) for the zero-

order local moment. As a result, we obtain nonmatrix expressions for the coarse-scale reactiv-
ity, velocity and dispersivity, respectively, equal to the leading elements �1;Q11 and �11 of
the corresponding matrices �1;Q and�. These coefficients appear in the equation (cf. (15)).

@P
(1)

@t
+Q11 � rP

(1)
��11 : rrP

(1)
+ �1P

(1)
= V (r0)�(R� R0

)�(t); (24)

governing the coarse-scale solute concentration matrix P for t ! 1. Explicitly, for t �
tn = [Re(�n+1)� Re(�n)]�1, the coarse-scale coupling becomes ineffective and the system
evolution may be determined from Equation (24).

We will finally note that the constant matrix W1 appearing in (23), may be interpreted as
a species-partition matrix. Specifically, it characterizes the distribution of matter between the
different components prevailing at the coarse scale.

6. Particular cases

6.1. NONREACTIVE SPECIES

In the absence of reactions (G(r) = 0) one can show (see Appendix A) that the total species’
mass is conserved. On the coarse scale matter is equally distributed between the species,
i.e., the solute partition matrix W1 is the unity matrix, even in the presence of the interstitial
coupling, embodied in W1(r). One can also see from (A14c) that the species that are inert at
the microscale are also nonreactive at the coarse scale.

No one-term asymptotic solution exists in this case. The n-term asymptotic solution con-
structed in sections 4, 5 is also invalid, since in the present case the diagonal matrix�1 consists
of identical eigenvalues. A generalization of the n-term asymptotic solution method devel-
oped in this case yields the following expressions for the transport coefficients of nonreactive
species

K
�

= 0; (25a)

U
�

=

Z
@r0

d2s � jW1r; (25b)

D
�

= �
1
2

Z
@r0

d2s � j(BW�1
1 B)� (QB)s; (25c)

together with V = I. The solution of the dyadic-valued H-field is not required for the
calculation of D

�

, because �1 = 0.
In general, the velocity matrix U

�

, given by (25b) is not diagonal, even if the microscale
velocity matrix U(r) is a spherical matrix, i.e. U(r) = U(r)I. The coupling embodied in U

�

stems from the fact that W1(r)may generally have nonzero off-diagonal terms (vanishing upon
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integration over rf ), which contribute to the off-diagonal species-flux members, nonvanishing
upon interstitial averaging. In the case of pure diffusion, where the microscale advection
velocity and external forces are absent (U(r) = 0;F(r) = 0), we can show that W1(r) = I,
which yields U

�

= 0, i.e. all species have zero coarse-scale velocity.

6.2. REMOVABLE MICROSCALE COUPLING

This important case concerns the situation where the problem (3)–(7) may be rewritten in
terms of certain linear combinations, say, P o

i (i = 1; 2; . . . ; n), of the species concentrations
Pi, in such a way that the coupling at the interstitial scale is removed. Examples of such cases
are:

(i) G(r) = G(r)I; D(r) = DI = const; U(r) = U(r)I; F(r) = F(r)I; (26a)

(ii) G(r) = G = const; D(r) = D(r)I; U(r) = U(r)I; F(r) = F(r)I; (26b)

wherein, G(r);D;U(r);F(r) are nonmatrix quantities, and I is a (nonmatrix) unit tensor.
Referring, for example, to case (26a), we may notice that, if matrix D is simple, it may be
transformed into the diagonal form by means of the transformation

Do = RD � T�1DT; (27a)

where Do is the diagonal matrix composed from the eigenvalues of D, and T is a nonsingular
constant transition matrix. Normally, D is a positive-definite symmetric (Hermitian) matrix.
Therefore, it has n real eigenvalues and corresponding real eigenvectors, which may be used
to compose the transformation matrix T at least in circumstances where all the eigenvalues of
D are different.

We may further introduce new solute concentrations Po = RP = T�1PT, in terms of which
the microscale species-transport processes are clearly uncoupled. The coarse-scale transport
coefficients governing transport of the transformed solute concentration matrix P

o
(averaged

over rf ) may be calculated independently for each constituent [27]. We will call these concen-
trations and the corresponding macroscopic transport coefficients K

o
;U

o
;D

o
canonic solute

concentrations and coefficients. The transport coefficients governing the original concentration
P may be calculated by the inverse transformation, namely,

K
�

= R�1K
o
= TK

o
T�1; etc; (27b)

in order to obtain the comparable transport properties governing P (see section 7).

6.3. DIFFUSION AND REACTION IN THE ABSENCE OF CONVECTION

This is the case, where convection is absent at the microscale. In this case the basic eigenvalue
problems simplify (see Appendix A) and we obtain from (18) that Q = 0. As a result, the
coarse-scale velocity (23b) reduces to the following traceless matrix

U
�

= (K
�

B�B�1)W
�1
1 : (28)

Employing W1 as a transition matrix, we may show that U
�

given above is equivalent to
a matrix U

�

W , in which diagonal elements vanish and only off-diagonal terms may differ
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from zero. This basically differs from comparable results that were obtained for transport of
multiple species in tube and channel flows [41], in which case all elements of U

�

vanish in
the absence of microscale advection. However, the effect of off-diagonal terms in U

�

W on P
diminishes with time, and for t � tn the species transport becomes uncoupled (see section
5).

6.4. TRANSPORT IN TERMS OF THE TOTAL SOLUTE CONCENTRATION

In some situations we may be interested in a total solute-mass concentration by summing up
the concentrations of all components

P
t
=

nX
i=1

Pi = I8yPI8: (29)

The equation governing transport and evolution of P
t

may be obtained by a multiplication of
both sides of the coarse-scale equation (24) by the column matrix I8 from the right, and by
the row matrix I8y from the left, to obtain the following equation for P

t
:

@P
t

@t
+ Q11 � rP

t
��11 : rrP

t
+ �iP

t
= V t(r0)�(R � R0

)�(t); (30)

wherein the scalar function V t(r0) = I8yV(r0)I8.
One thus finds that the nonmatrix coarse-scale transport properties, derived in the course of

one-term asymptotic solution, govern also the total solute concentration P
t
. This concentration

may be interpreted as a probability of finding a single scalar tracer particle in any of the
species, without distinguishing between them. We will finally note that Equation (30) is valid
for asymptotically long times t � t1 = [Re(�2) � Re(�1)]

�1, for which the validity of the
one-term approximation (12) has been established. Validity of Equation (30) does not extend to
earlier times, i.e., to those when approximation (14) and the corresponding n-term asymptotic
solution hold.

7. Example: Coupled dispersion in a bundle of tubes

The mathematical solutions obtained in the previous sections enable the calculation of coarse-
scale matrix-transport coefficients for any unit-cell geometry, characterizing the interstitial
structure of a given material. For real materials such calculations, even for one species,
constitute a significant computational task [42]. In this section we will illustrate the general
theory developed above on the example of the bundle-of-tubes model of a porous medium.
Solution for such a simplified geometry helps to rationalize the effects of the various microscale
parameters and transport properties on coarse-scale coefficients. On the other hand, such a
solution can serve as a test of computational codes to be developed for more general interstitial
geometries.

Consider convective-diffusive transport of two species of concentrations P8 = [P1P2]
y

moving in long circular capillary tubes of radius a (Figure 2). Equation (3), governing the
corresponding square matrix solute concentration P in each tube, takes the following form

@P
@t

+ U(r)
@P
@x

= D

"
1
r

@

@r

�
r
@P
@r

�
+
@2P
@x2

#
; 0 < r < a; �1 < x <1: (31)
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Figure 2. Coupled convective-diffusive transport of a two-component inert solute in a flow in a bundle of tube
model of a porous medium.

In the above U(r) = 2U(1 � r2=a2) is the solute-flow velocity profile, with U being the
average flow velocity, and D a constant solute diffusivity matrix

D =

�
D Dc

Dc D

�
;

possessing all positive elements, with Dc < D.
The boundary conditions for P are (cf. (6)):

D
@P
@r

= GP at r = a; (32)

and the attenuation conditions at x! �1. In the above it is assumed that the species undergo
a first-order irreversible surface reaction on the wall with the same constant coefficient G.

We can formulate the microscale problem, as posed above, using a periodic unit cell, the
length l of which is arbitrary (see Figure 2). In these circumstances, one can identify r as the
microscale bounded variable, while x serves as an unbounded coarse-scale coordinate R.

The matrix D has eigenvalues �1 = D+Dc; �2 = D�Dc. These quantities, respectively,
represent the diffusivities of the “fast” and the “slow” canonic solute components (�2 < �1).
We will use the corresponding eigenvectors of the matrix D to form the transition matrix T

T =

�
1 �1
1 1

�
:
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Figure 3. Elements of the effective reactivity matrix, normalized by D=a2. The curve plotted for  = Dc=D = 0
corresponds to uncoupled constituents. Solid lines: K

�

11; K
�

22, dotted lines: K
�

12, K
�

21.

We use this in the transformations Po = RP;Do = RD (see (27a)), allowing to rewrite the
problem (31)–(32) in terms of the canonic solute concentration matrix Po in an uncoupled form.
Namely, Po satisfies Equations (31), (32) wherein D is replaced by Do = Diag[�1; �2]. The
long-time coarse-scale (axial) transport coefficients K

o
i ; U

o
i ; D

o
i (i = 1; 2) for each canonic

component may be determined independently in the form:

K
o
i = fK(�i)

�i

a2 ; U
o
i = fU (�i)U; D

o
i = fD(�i)

Ua2

48�i
+ �i; i = 1; 2; (33a,b,c)

and the functions fK; fU , and fD depend on the dimensionless Damkohler numbers �i =
Ga=�i, i = 1; 2 of the canonic components.

The functions fK; fU , and fD were calculated by Sankarasubramanian and Gill [7]. We
will use their results to calculate the matrix transport coefficients governing P by applying
the inverse transformation (27), namely K

�

= R
�1K

o
, U

�

= R
�1U

o
, D

�

= R
�1U

o
, where

K
o
;U

o
;D

o
are diagonal matrices formed by the corresponding members of (33a–c).

8. Results

Figure 3 presents the elements of the effective axial reactivity matrix K
�

. The curve calculated
for  = Dc=D = 0 corresponds to uncoupled constituents, for which K

�

12 = K
�

21 = 0. In
this case the diagonal elements K

�

11 = K
�

22 of the reactivity matrix monotonically increase
from zero at � = 0, to 5.784D=a2 at � !1. A similar trend prevails also with coupling (for
 > 0), although K11 and K12 slightly decrease with increasing . This results from solute
mass redistribution in favor of coupling elements. That is, the coarse-scale reaction rate of
each (say, first) component is governed, not only by P1 (as in the absence of coupling), but
also by the coupling component concentration P2. The relative strength of each of these two
reaction rates is controlled (for long times) by the cross-sectional mass partition between the
components, as embodied within the partition matrix W1.

Another effect of coupling is to create non-zero off-diagonal reactivity elements K
�

12 =
K
�

21 > 0 which increase with increasing . In the limit � ! 1;K
�

12 and K
�

21 = 0 reach
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Figure 4. Elements of the effective velocity matrix, normalized by the mean solvent velocity U . The curve plotted
for  = Dc=D = 0 corresponds to uncoupled constituents. Solid lines: U

�

11; U
�

22; dotted lines: �U
�

12;�U
�

21.

their (-dependent) asymptotic values. The long-time reaction rate for each component is
governed by exp[�(K

�

11 +K
�

12)t], decreases with increasing  = Dc=D (see Figure 3). We
may rationalize this by noting that an increase of the coupling parameter  is tantamount to
an increase of the coupling molecular diffusivity Dc (with D fixed) which helps the species
to reach the reactive surface and, thus, promotes the reaction rate.

Figure 4 presents the elements of the effective axial solute velocity. In the absence of
coupling( = 0) the effect of the solute reactivity, as expressed via the Damkohler number
�, is to increase the axial solute velocity. This results from the solute depletion (caused by
reaction) from the region near the wall and the concomitant solute concentration redistribution
in favor of the central region, where the flow velocity is larger. This effect is most profound
for large Damkohler numbers (diffusion-controlled reaction), where both of these velocities
reach 1.56U .

The effect of the microscale-coupling parameter  is (i) to decrease the diagonal elements
U
�

11 = U
�

22 of the solute velocity matrix and (ii) to give rise to negative off-diagonal terms
U
�

12 = U
�

21. Therefore, the total convective solute flux for each component, e.g. given for
the first component by U

�

11P 1 + U
�

12P 2, decreases. We may explain this by noting that the
effect of increasing coupling reactivityDc (i.e., increasing ) is to bring about a more uniform
cross-sectional solute distribution, which is macroscopically manifested by a decrease of the
total convective flux (see Equation (2)). The off-diagonal matrix velocity elements result
from the difference between the average speeds U

0
11; U

0
22 of the canonic components, which

are controlled by the respective canonic reactivity parameters �1 = Ga=(D + Dc); �2 =

Ga=(D�Dc). The speedsU
0
11; U

0
22 are equal at the limiting situations of small � (where they

are equal to the solvent velocity U ), and for large � (where they are both equal to 1.56U). In
the range of intermediate values of � a shift between �1 and �2 results in nonequal elements
U

0
11 6= U

0
22 with the difference increasing with growing . In particular, when Dc is close to

D, the fastest canonic component behaves as a neutral species, while the slowest one exhibits
a strongly reactive behavior. In this situation the difference between U

0
11 and U

0
22 reaches the
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Figure 5. Elements of the convective part of the effective diffusivity matrix, normalized by U
2
a2=48D. The curve

plotted for  = Dc=D = 0 corresponds to uncoupled constituents. Solid lines: D
�

11; D
�

22, dotted lines: D
�

12; D
�

21.

maximal value 0:56U , and the off-diagonal velocity elements decrease to �0:28U (see also
section 7). For all  the difference between U

0
11 and U

0
22 is at a maximum at about � = 1,

where absolute values of U
�

21; U
�

12 reach their maxima.
Figure 5 shows the elements of the convective part of the effective diffusivity matrix. In

the absence of coupling ( = 0) the convective diffusivity decreases with Damkohler number

from the value U
2
a2=48D (at � = 0) to the value 0:06U

2
a2=48D (at � !1). This effect of

the surface reaction is explained by solute redistribution in favor of the region near the tube
axis, where the velocity gradient is smaller.

Increasing molecular diffusivityDc creates a more uniform cross-sectional distribution and,
hence, tends to decrease the axial convective dispersion coefficient (see (2)). With increasing
coupling (Dc ! D) molecular diffusivity �2 = D � Dc of the slow canonic component
decreases, which promotes the corresponding dispersivity. This slow component governs the
diagonal membersD

�

11 = D
�

22 of the dispersivity matrix, which also increases with increasing
.

The coupling component of the molecular diffusivity provides an additional diffusive path
for each species which also brings about a more uniform cross-sectional mass distribution. This
effect is manifested by negative off-diagonal terms D

�

12; D
�

21, with concomitant reduction of
the total diffusive flux (e.g. for the first component D

�

11@P 1=@x +D
�

12@P 2=@x). This effect
is independent of the solute reactive properties. In particular, for � = 0 (both species are
nonreactive) we obtain

U
�

= UI; D
�

= D +
U

2
a2

48
D�1; (34a,b)

which generalizes the one-component formula (2a) of Taylor-Aris. One can directly verify
that the off-diagonal terms of the matrix D�1 are negative.

For all  the absolute values of all dispersivity elements decrease with increasing reactivity
(growing �). This is explained by solute depletion from the wall vicinity due to chemical
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reaction and the solute concentration redistribution in favor of the central region of the tube,
where the flow velocity gradient (responsible for dispersion) is lower.

9. Discussion

In the presence of microscale molecular diffusion coupling, each solute component has two
diffusive pathways to the wall (where it is destroyed by a surface reaction): one – via the direct
diffusivity, another – via the coupling diffusivity. This gives rise to off-diagonal terms in the
macroscopic matrix transport properties: positive coupling reactivities and negative coupling
velocity and dispersivity elements. These coupling terms increase with increasing parameter
. We will investigate the limiting forms of the transport coefficients when  ! 1. Explicitly,
we will look into circumstances, where

D = Dc + 2D0; 2D0
� D; (35)

so that �1 � 2D, �2 � 2D0. The strongest coupling prevails when the reactive parameters of
the canonic components differ significantly, i.e.,

�1 = Ga=2D � 1; �2 = Ga=2D0
� 1: (36a,b)

In this case we obtain

fK(�1) � 2�1; fK(�2) � fK(1) = 5:784; (37a)

fU(�1) � 1; fU(�2) � fU(1) = 1:562; (37b)

fD(�1) � 1; fD(�2) � fD(1) = 0:0576: (37c)

Using the above, we can apply the inverse transformation (27) to (33a–c) to obtain

K
�

=
G

a

�
1 + 5:784D0=Ga 1� 5:784D0=Ga
1� 5:784D0=Ga 1 + 5:784D0=Ga

�
; (38a)

U
�

= U

�
1:2812 �0:2812
�0:2812 1:2812

�
; (38b)

D
�

= D +
U

2
a2

192D

�
1 + 0:0576D=D0 1� 0:0576D=D0

1� 0:0576D=D0 1 + 0:0576D=D0

�
: (38c)

The reactivities of the canonic components are

K
o
1 = 2G=a; K

o
2 = 5:784D0=a2;

which means that in the present case characterized by (36) the fast (first) component is the
most reactive (K

o
1 � K

o
2). We will discuss the behavior of coefficients (38a–c) when the ratio

D0=D approaches zero (withD = const), in which limit the microscale diffusivity approaches
the following singular matrix

D

�
1 1
1 1

�
:
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We can see that in this limit the effective reactivity matrix also degenerates, i.e., approaches
a matrix with all identical elements, close to G=a, as determined by the largest reactivity K

o
1

of the fastest canonic component [see (33a) and (36a,b)]. The difference between the values
of the coupling and diagonal terms of K

�

are of the order 11.57��1
2 � 1. The degree of

nonsingularity of K
�

depends upon the Damkohler number �2 of the less reactive (slowest)
canonic component.

The coarse-scale velocity matrix in the limit D0=D ! 0 is not singular, at least in circum-
stances when (35)–(36) are valid. In the case characterized by (36a,b), where the dimensionless
canonic reactivities are different, the canonic components are transported with effective veloc-
ities which differ by about 56%. This results in the velocity matrix with off-diagonal elements
having minimal value �0:28U .

The ratio D0=D determines the sign of the coupling component of the axial dispersivity
matrix. In particular, in the case where D0=D < 0:0576 the off-diagonal elements of D

�

are
negative. In the limit D0=D ! 0 the coarse-scale diffusivity matrix tends to

D
�

= 0:0288
U

2
a2

96D0

�
1 �1

�1 1

�
+ D; (39)

which is also a singular matrix.
In the above we have considered the case where the macroscale velocities of each solute

are equal (see section 6.2). In these circumstances, we may obtain from (18) that Q = UI and,
hence, the second matrix term in the right-hand side of (23c) of the coarse-scale diffusivity is
zero. In the case where the species experience a certain (e.g., gravitational) force, possessing
nonzero component(s) perpendicular to the flow direction, the coarse-scale velocity matrix
contains nonzero off-diagonal elements.

We will finally note that in the example considered here the effective coarse-scale equation
(15) is reduced to the one-dimensional form (in terms of x� t variables). Its solution may be
obtained by standard methods at least for the steady problem formulation [43].
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Appendix A. Matrix eigenvalue problems

The problem posed for the zero-order moment by Equation (10a) (m = 0), subject to the
boundary conditions (10b), (11a), may be treated by the method of separation of variables
in its matrix form. Introduce solution (12) to the above problem posed for P0, to obtain the
following eigenvalue problems (EVPs) for column- and row-matrix functions W8

k(r);A
0

k(r)
and the scalar eigenvalues �k; namely, the characteristic EVP

LW8 = �W8� in rf ; (A1a)

S = 08 on sp; W8
� periodic; (A1b,c)

and the adjoint EVP

LAA8
� rA8

�U(r) +r � (rA8
� D(r)) = �A8�� in rf ; (A2a)
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SAA8

� n � rA8

� D(r) + A8G(r) = 08 on sp; A8

� periodic: (A2b,c)

For any two-column matrix functions A8;W8 defined in rf , which, respectively, satisfy bound-
ary conditions (A2b,c) and (A1b,c), we may show that

hA8;LW8
i = hLAA8;LW8

i (A3)

where the inner produce h. . . ; . . .i of two (generally polyadic-valued) matrix functions, defined
within rf , is given by the following relation:

hA8;W8

i =

Z
rf

A8(r)W8(r) d3r: (A4)

We will assume that both of these EVPs possess solutions fA8

k; �
�

kgfW
8

k; �kg(k = 1; 2; . . .),
characterized by discrete spectra. In these circumstances we may show [27] that both ��k and
�k consist of complex conjugate pairs and also ��k = �k; k = 1; 2; . . . :

Other eigenvalues may generally be complex, although we will be further interested in
circumstances where at least the first n consecutive smallest eigenvalues are real. Sufficient
conditions for this requirement may be outlined in each specific application of the general
theory considered here, at least in cases where the matrices D and G are symmetric. For D the
latter property is normally fulfilled, since it follows from the general Onsager relationships
used in the irreversible thermodynamics [13].

Knowledge of the leading eigenvalue �1 appears to be of particular interest, since it
represents the asymptotic long-time decay of the total masses (probabilities) of those species,
the microscale transports of which are strongly coupled (see section 3).

Bearing in mind the adjointness property (A3) and the fact that the eigensolutions are each
determined to within an arbitrary constant multiplier, we may show that they can be chosen
to form biorthonormal sets fW8

kg; fA
8g in the sense that

hA8

k;W
8

mi = �km: (A5)

We will enumerate the eigensolutions in the order of increasing real parts of their eigen-
values, Re(�1) < Re(�2) < . . . .

An alternative representation of the eigensolutions is via the square-matrix functions

Wk � [W8

kW8

k+1 . . . W8

k+n�1];Ak � [A
8y

kA
8y

k+1 . . .A8y

k+n�1]
y; (A6a,b)

(k = 1; n+ 1; 2n+ 1; . . .), formed by n subsequent column and row-matrix eigenfunctions.
We can easily show that Wk(r);Ak(r) satisfy the following EVPs (cf., (A1), (A2)):

LWk = �Wk�k in rf ; SWk = 0 on sp; W� periodic; (A7a,b,c)

LAAk = ��kAk in rf ; SAAk = 0 on sp; A� periodic; (A8a,b,c)

where �k is the eigenvalue matrix

�k = Diag[�k�k+1 � � � �k+n�1]: (A9)

We may further verify that the sets fWkg, fAkg composed from column- and row-matrix
eigensolutions, biorthonormalized in accordance with (A5), are also biorthonormal, i.e.,

hAk;Wmi = I�km: (A10)
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We will also use the following identity

hY;LXi � hLAY;Xi = �

Z
@r0

d2s � (YjX +rY �DX); (A11)

valid for any two polyadic-valued square-matrix functions Y;X, satisfying boundary condi-
tions (A8b) and (A7b), respectively.

In the following we consider how the basic eigenvalue problems simplify in several
particular cases.

Nonreactive species, i.e., G(r) = 0. We can see that the adjoint EVP (A2) has the following
n-row matrix eigensolution

�1 = 0; A8

1 = I(k) = [0 0 . . . 1 . . . 0]; k = 1; 2; . . . ; n; (A12)

with unity appearing in the k-th place of the row matrix. Therefore, eigenvalue �1 = 0 is of
multiplicityn. Corresponding (properly normalized) eigensolutions W8

1(k)(r); k = 1; 2; . . . ; n,
represent the asymptotic, time-independent species concentrations, respectively, resulting
from the initial distributions I(k); k = 1; 2; . . . ; n. Each of these solutions may be interpreted
as a long-time system response to the introduction of a nonreactive tracer particle in the
corresponding k-th species. Noting that in this case A1 = I and bearing in mind (A10) with
k = m = 1, we can rewrite the zero-order moment (8b) in the form

M0(tjr0) =
Z
�f

W1(r) d3� = hA1;W1(r)i = W1 = I; (A13)

which is valid for all times t > 0. The eigensolutions

W1(r); A1(r) = I; �1 = 0 (A14a,b,c)

clearly satisfy the corresponding EVPs (A7), (A8). Therefore, in the absence of reactions,
the solute mass on the coarse scale is equally distributed between the species, i.e., the solute
partition matrix W1 is the unity matrix, even in the presence of interstitial coupling, embodied
in W1(r).

Absence of convection. This is the case where U(r) = 0. We can see that, if D is a
symmetric matrix, each of the basic EVPs (A1)–(A2) is self-adjoint. Then, we can normalize
the eigenfunctions to have

W1 = Ay

1: (A15)

Appendix B. Long-time solutions for first- and second-order moments

Introduce the trial solution (17) in the problem (10a,b) with m = 1, (11b), posed for P1 to
obtain

LB + B�1 = W1(r)Q r 2 rf ; (B1)

SB = 0 on sp; [jBj] = �W1[jrj]; [jrBj] = �rW1[jrj]: (B2a,b,c)

Solution for the B field may be constructed in the form

B(r) =
X
k

Wk(r)Ck: (B3)
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To obtain the constant vector-valued coefficients Ck = hAk;B(r)i(k = 1; 2; . . .), appearing
above, form the inner product (see (A4), (A10)) of both sides of (B3) with Ak. This yields

hAk;LBi+�kCk = Q�k1; k = 1; 2; . . . : (B4)

The requisite value of Q is obtained from this equation for k = 1 and identity (A11), written
with Y = A1;X = B, which jointly yield

��1C1 + C1�1 = Q +

Z
@ro

d2s � (A1jB +rA1 � DB): (B5)

The left-hand side of this expression is a traceless matrix. Hence its right-hand side should
have the same property. This provides an expression for Q, which, with the help of boundary
conditions (B2b,c), may be written in the form (18).

In circumstances, where �1 is composed from different eigenvalues [36], the solution for
the B field may be shown to be determined to within an additive term W1(r)C with C being
an arbitrary constant vector-valued diagonal matrix. This property and the arbitrariness of the
matrix E1(r0) appearing in (17) may be shown to be without effect on the coarse-scale matrix
transport coefficients.

The solution for the second-order moment is obtained by the introduction of trial form
(19) into (10a,b) (with m = 2), (11c) and the use of (17), (B1)–(B2) to obtain the following
problem for H field:

LH + H�1 = 2W1(r)�+ 2[B(r)Q]s in rf ; (B6)

SH = 0 on sp; [jHj] = [jBW�1
1 Bj]; [jrHj] = [jr(BW�1

1 B)j]: (B7a,b,c)

In the above we have assumed that the matrix W1 is nonsingular and, hence, its inverse W�1
1

exists.
The solution for problem (B6)–(B7) may be found in the form of eigenfunction expansion

of H in terms of Wm, similarly to the solution of problem (B1)–(B2) for the B field. Using these
arguments, we obtain expressions (20)–(21) for the required dyadic�. We may demonstrate
that the value for � is unaffected by the arbitrariness existing in the determination of the B
field.

Note
�Address for correspondence
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